T R AV E L I N G ST U D E N T E X H I B I T I O N

APPLICATION FORM
ensure that the form you have submitted or the
e-mail you have sent has been properly received.

What is the SpaceTime Traveling
Student Exhibition?
The SpaceTime Traveling Student Exhibition
is a locally hosted version of the SpaceTime
Competition & Exhibition featured in the
SpaceTime Student Gallery at the annual
SIGGRAPH conference. This prestigious
student competition is hosted each year by
the ACM SIGGRAPH Education Committee.

What is included in the exhibition?
The SpaceTime Traveling Student Exhibition
includes print, animation and interactive works.
If possible, we ask that venues arrange to
exhibition all three elements. There are two
sets of prints that travel, large and small.

How do I request the exhibition for my venue?

What are my responsibilities?

You use this form to host the SpaceTime Traveling
Exhibition. You may fill it out and submit it at
the SIGGRAPH conference Education Booth.
Or you may e-mail the SpaceTime Traveling
Student Exhibition Curator (see below) being
sure to include the information requested in
this form. Most sites hosting the exhibition are
schools or ACM SIGGRAPH Chapters, however
other venues are possible. If you don’t receive a
response to your request within a week, please
contact the SpaceTime Coordinator. This will

1) Sign-up to request the exhibition
2) Remain in contact with the curator, especially
if your contact information should change.
3) Ensure that you have received all of the
elements from the exhibition by e-mailing a list of
contents recieved to the
. space time curator upon arrival
4) Acquire a DVD player/viewer and a computer to
show the animations and interactive work.
5) Install, promote, and advertise the exhibition.
6) Depending on the schedule, store the exhibition
for a period of time before or after your event.
7) Pack and ship the exhibition to the next venue,
making sure that everything is included in shipping.

PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION VIA EMAIL OR RETURN THIS FORM TO:
Jessica Maloney, SpaceTime Traveling Exhibition Curator
Ashland University, Art Department, 401 College Ave., Ashland OH 44805
E-mail: spacetravel@siggraph.org
Name of Host Organization:_____________________________________________________________________
Name of Contact:______________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address:_______________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address of contact:______________________________________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________________

Fax:__________________________________________

Alternate Contact:_____________________________________________________________________________
E-mail address of alternate:_____________________________________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________________

Fax:__________________________________________

Months preferred for exhibit (circle all options):
Sept-09 Oct-09 Nov-09 Dec-09 Jan-10 Feb-10 Mar-10 Apr-10 May-10 June-10 July-10
Preferred print set:

[ ] Large (approx. 17 x 24)

[ ] Small (approx. 11 x 17 )

[ ] Either

